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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents a cluster-based TDMA (CBT) system for inter-vehicle communications. In 

intra-cluster communications, the proposed CBT uses a simple transmit-and-listen scheme to fast 

elect a VC (VANET Coordinator) and it allows a VN (VANET node) to randomly choose a time 

slot for bandwidth requests (BR) without limiting the number of VNs. In inter-cluster 

communications, when two clusters are approaching, the CBT can quickly resolve the collisions by 

re-allocating time slots in one of the clusters. To analyze the performance of the proposed CBT, we 

derive mathematical equations using probability. The performance metrics of our interests include 

the average number of time slots for electing a VC, the average number of time slots required for 

BR, and the total number of time slots required before data can be successfully transmitted. The 

analytical results are finally validated by a simulation. Both the analytical and simulation results 

show that the proposed CBT spends less time to form a small-sized cluster than IEEE 802.11p. 

Additionally, when the number of joining VNs is increased, CBT takes less waiting time before a 

VN can effectively transmit data. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

VANET (Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks) inherited from MANET (Mobile Ad-hoc Networks) 

employs IEEE 802.11p as its MAC (Medium Access Control) layer to support inter-vehicular 

communications. When there are not so many vehicular nodes (VN) in a group, 802.11p can 

resolve contention very quickly. However, as the nodes increases, collision and unfairness may 

occur accordingly. Different from the contention-based protocol as in 802.11, recently cluster-based 

TDMA attracts more attention for VANET to improve the transmission efficiency as the number of 

VNs is increased to a certain large number. In cluster-based TDMA, a cluster head needs to be 

selected to serve as the network coordinator. The selected cluster head is responsible for allocating 

time slots for data exchange among its cluster members. Through careful scheduling of time slots 

for its members, collision can be avoided and fairness can be achieved. 

Previous works on 802.11-based VANET focused on two aspects, transmission efficiency and 

multi-channel techniques. In transmission efficiency, Wang et al. [1] proposed a method to modify 

802.11 DCF. The size of contention window is reduced to half when the successfully transmitted 

packets have exceeded a threshold. By applying bargaining-game theory to VANET, Shrestha et al. 

[2] proposed a method that can solve the problem of large packet loss when nodes move very fast. 

To minimize multi-hop delivery delay, Yu et al. [3] proposed a method to adjust the transmission 

order according to the geographical locations of vehicular nodes. In multichannel techniques, Mak 

et al. [4] proposed an access control scheme to improve the communication efficiency between AP 

(Access Point) and VNs. Their proposed technique combines PCF (Point Coordination Function) 

and DCF (Distributed Coordination Function) to maximize the channel utilization which not only 

guarantees the transmission of safety message but also increases the throughput of non-safety 

messages. In addition to multi-channel, Su et al. [5] further utilized the concept of cluster-based to 

propose a multi-channel protocol, with which non-real-time and real-time traffic can be delivered 

through contention and contention-free periods, respectively. 
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Some previous works on the cluster-based VANET studied how to use metrics to choose a 

cluster head. Among them, Goonewardene et al. [6] and Zaydoun et al. [7] considered relative 

moving speed and direction to reduce link failure rate. By using relative distance, Wang et al. [8] 

proposed a position-based prioritized clustering (PPC) to select a cluster head. Zhu et al. [9] 

selected a cluster head based on communication efficiency, network connectivity, and residual 

energy. Chu et al. [10] used the number of vehicular nodes and Guo et al. [11] used the transmit 

power and coverage as metrics to choose a cluster head. Without using a sophisticated method, Fan 

et al. [12] picked up a cluster head simply based on the smallest ID. 

In cluster-based TDMA, a selected cluster head is responsible for time slot allocations. Satio et 

al. [13] proposed a spatial slot allocation scheme to dynamically reallocate time slots based on 

node’s priority. Similarly, Du et al. [14] and Kostas et al. [15] respectively proposed slot-allocation 

schemes to fast deliver emergency and real-time traffic. For sensor networks, Ma et al. [16] 

proposed an NACPA (Nimble and Adaptive Control Phase Algorithm) consisting of four phases 

(frame synchronization, control, scheduling, and data transmission). By assuming a cluster head is 

known to the cluster members, a sensor node randomly chooses a time slot for bandwidth requests 

(BR) in control phase. If certain nodes failed in the previous round because they pick up the same 

slot, the failed nodes have to raise BR in the next round. Su et al. [17] proposed an integration of 

contention-free and contention-based MAC protocol for VANET. Their scheme assumed a VN 

always have data to send and the number of VNs is smaller than the number of time slots. When the 

number of VN exceeds the number of time slots, collisions cannot be avoided. Finally, Ding et al. 

[18] employed a self-organized cluster by assuming two different channels, multiple control 

channels and a single data channel. Unfortunately, the authors did not address time slots in TDMA.    

Unlike the previous works, [16], [17], and [18], our proposed cluster-based TDMA, and 

thereafter CBT, does not require unreasonable assumptions. First, in intra-cluster communications, 
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a VC (VANET Coordinator) is not pre-assigned, but it is elected through a simple 

transmit-and-listen scheme. Second, without confining the number of BR, the proposed CBT allows 

a VN to randomly choose a time slot for BR. In inter-cluster communications, when two clusters 

are approaching, the CBT can quickly resolve the collisions by re-assigning time slots in one of the 

clusters. To analyze the performance of the proposed CBT, we derive mathematical equations using 

the probability model. The performance metrics of our interests include the average number of time 

slots required for electing a VC, for presenting BR, and the total time slots required before data can 

be successfully transmitted. Finally, the analytical results are validated by an NS-2 simulation.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the proposed CBT is 

introduced. The formats of TDMA and MAC frames are subsequently defined. In Section 3, the 

CBT algorithms for intra- and inter-communications are presented. In Section 4, mathematical 

equations are derived and a simulation is performed. In Section 5, we give the concluding remarks. 

2. CLUSTER-BASED TDMA SYSTEM 

A cluster-based TDMA (CBT) system is designed for intra- and inter-cluster communications. 

The CBT assumes every vehicle is equipped with GPS (Global Positioning System) to synchronize 

TDMA slots among vehicles prior to setting up a cluster network. 

2.1 Intra- and Inter-Cluster Communications 

Basically, the proposed CBT system for inter-vehicle communications consists of two 

different phases, intra- and inter-cluster communications. Initially, when two or more than two 

vehicles approach together, the CBT of intra-cluster communications is constructed in three steps. 

First, all vehicular nodes compete among themselves for being elected as a VANET coordinator 

(VC). Second, a winner, the VC, is responsible for scheduling time slots for the rest of cluster 

nodes, referred to as VANET nodes (VNs). Third, data transmissions over the designated time slots 
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can proceed without incurring any collisions.  

 

Fig. 1 Intra-Cluster Communications 

Once a VC is elected, the coverage of a cluster is defined as the transmission range of the VC, 

i.e., ω meters, as shown in Figure 1. On highway, it is highly possible that vehicular nodes in a 

cluster may move faster than the ones in another cluster, and eventually two VCs of the two clusters 

may share an overlapping area for a certain time. As shown in Figure 2, two VCs (VC 0 and VC 1) 

of two clusters respectively coordinate the time slots for their own VNs (i.e., VC 0 for VN 01 and 

VN 02, and VC 1 for VN 11 and VN 12). Once these two clusters approach together, VNs 

belonging to different clusters may like to exchange information as well. For example, VN 01 may 

send data to VN 11. Thus, it is essential to construct a mechanism for inter-cluster communications. 

 

Fig. 2 Inter-Cluster Communications 
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2.2 TDMA Time Slots 

To build intra- and inter-cluster communications for the proposed CBT system, first, we need 

to design TDMA time slots and the associated MAC-layer frame format. As shown in Figure 3(a), a 

TDMA frame consists of n time slots (slot 0 to slot n-1). Among them, slot 0 serves as two different 

purposes in different TDMA frames; (i) SYN (in the first TDMA frame): prior to the set up of a 

CBT system, two or more than two approaching vehicles will issue an 8-byte beacon signal to 

synchronize to the start of slot 1, and (ii) SAM (in the remaining TDMA frames): once a CBT 

system is formed, the elected VC begins to broadcast slot-allocation map (SAM) to its VNs, so 

every VN has a designated time slot for transmitting data. Slot 1 to slot n-1 of the first TDMA 

frame (the VC-elected stage) are used for the cluster nodes to compete for a VC, while slot 1 to slot 

n-1 of the remaining TDMA frames (the slot-allocation stages) are designated time slots used for 

data transmission. 

Figure 3(b) shows the m-byte MAC-layer frame format in slot 0. It consists of three fields, 

8-byte beacon, two (m-8-4)/2-byte slot-allocation maps, and 4-byte guard band. The design of 

beacon signal serves two purposes: (i) it synchronizes the start of slot 1 during VC-elected stage, 

and (ii) it allows one VC to detect the existence of another VC, so that the construction of 

inter-cluster communication can be initiated. It is noticed that with 8-byte beacon length it can 

support up to 300-meter transmission coverage and up to 20-Mbps transmission rate, since

300 2  
20  M bps 8 bytes

C

×
× ≤ , where C is the speed of light. The two slot-allocation maps (SAM) 

are designed for two VCs in two different clusters to exchange slot-allocation information. A simple 

transmit-and-listen scheme works in a way that a VC successfully received SAM from another VC 

will reschedule its time slots to avoid any collisions with another cluster. Detail procedures to build 

inter-cluster communications will be introduced in Section 3. Basically, SAM consists of the 

following fields, introduced below. 
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Fig. 3 TDMA Time Slots and MAC-layer Frames 

� F (1 bit): If F=1, VN may access SAM; otherwise, it is for VCs to exchange their SAMs. 

� L (7 bits): The length of SAM (in bytes). 

� VC MAC Address (6 bytes): The MAC address of a VC. 

� VN MAC Address (6 bytes): The MAC address of a VN. 

� Slot Number Allocated (1 byte): The ID (from 1 to n-1) of the allocated time slot. 

� CRC (4 bytes): to protect SAMs. 
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As an example, if a time slot can accommodate m-byte MAC-layer payload, after deducting 

the 4-byte guard band, each SAM can occupy 
8 4 

 bytes
2

m − −
, which can support up to K VNs in 

each cluster, and 2K VNs in both clusters. Figure 3(c) shows the m-byte MAC frame format in slot 

1 to slot n-1. Each MAC frame consists of 16-byte MAC header, ( 16 4)-bytem − − data payload, 

and 4-byte CRC. Except the source and destination MAC addresses (6 bytes each), the rest of fields 

in the MAC header are defined as below: 

� F (1 bit): The default value is zero, indicating that slot 1 to slot n-1 in the first TDMA frame are 

used for cluster nodes to compete for VC. Once VC is elected, F is set to one, indicating that 

slot 1 to slot n-1 are used for data transmission in the remaining TDMA frames. 

� LO (1 bit): East (LO=1) or West (LO=0) Longitude. 

� LA (1 bit): North (LA=1) or South (LA=0) Latitude. 

� Exponent (3 bits): The exponent part of a 12-bit floating point number. 

� Mantissa (9 bits): The mantissa part of a 12-bit floating point number. 

It is noticed that LO, LA, Exponent, and Mantissa are designed to locate a vehicular node 

moving on the street or highway using the Longitude and the Latitude. For example, if a vehicular 

node is located at East-Longitude 179.25°, then we have LO=1, Exponent=111, and 

Mantissa=011001101, since 7
179.25 10110011.01 1.011001101 2= = × . 

3. THE CBT ALGORITHMS 

For clarity, the proposed CBT algorithms are divided into two different communication types, 

Intra-cluster communications (Intra-CC) and inter-cluster communications (Inter-CC).  

3.1 Intra-Cluster Communications 

Figure 4 shows the state transitions of Intra-CC, which describes the procedures of setting up 
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a CBT system. Intra-CC basically consists of five states, Initial, Competition, VC, VN, and 

Collision. In the Initial state, a vehicular node, referred to as a cluster node (CN), is searching for 

other CNs by issuing an 8-byte beacon signal, as described in Section 2.2. Once a collision of the 

beacon signal is detected, a CN remains idle till the start of slot 1, which deliberately synchronizes 

all the near-by CNs to the start of slot 1 in the first TDMA frame. Beginning from slot 1 to slot n-1 

of the first TDMA frame, the transition enters Competition state, where a CN arbitrarily chooses to 

transmit-and-listen compete-for-VC (CFV) message, formatted as shown in Figure 3(c), on a 

slot-by-slot basis. A VC is automatically elected if only one CN intends to transmit CFV and all 

others are in listening CFV. On the other hand, if two or more than two CNs intend to transmit CFV 

at the same slot, the transition goes to the Collision state, where all the CNs will resume 

competition for VC at the next slot. 

 

Fig. 4 State Transitions of Intra-Cluster Communications 

Figure 5 shows the operations of Intra-cluster communications (Intra-CC). Basically, Intra-CC 
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consists of three phases. In phase 1, a VC is randomly selected among all the VNs through 

VC_elected (). In phase 2, all the VNs present their Bandwidth Requests (BR) to VC through BR() 

and Determine(). In phase 3, a VN begins to use its designated time slots to transmit data through 

Data_transmit().  

VC_elected()     // a VC is elected 

BR()           // VNs issue bandwidth requests 

Determine()     // to determine whether a BR is successful 

Data_transmit ()  // use designated time slots to transmit data 

 

�����           // Slot-ID 

Input: K          // number of vehicular nodes 

Input: n        // number of time slots in a TDMA frame 

Input: �����   // generate 1 to ����� time slots for data transmission  

 

VC_elected(K) { 

  �����  = 0; 

VC = 0;  // no VC is elected so far 

  While (VC = 0) { 

    For i=1 to K do { 

    Every node randomly chooses between 0 and 1 }   

    If (more than two nodes choose 1)     // CFV collision 

    Else if (all nodes choose 0)      // all nodes are listening CFV 

    Else        // a VC is successfully elected 

      VC = 1;  

      break; 

    �����  = �����+1; } 

  Output: �����  

} 

BR(K) { 

  all_complete = K-1;  // Initial to K-1 VNs 

  incomplete = 1; 

  Remaining_slots = ��	
���  � � ������;   

  For i = 1 to K do { 

    ���_��_�����  = Rand[1, �����]; }   // generate multi-slots for data transmissions 

  While (incomplete = 1) {   

    incomplete = 0; 

    If (first_round = 1)  // The first TDMA frame  

      For i = 1 to K do { 

        �����  = Rand[1, Remaining_slots]; }   //Every VN randomly selects a slot for BR 

      Determine();     // Determine whether all BR are successfully 

      first_round = 2;  // Exit the first TDMA frame 

    Else 

      For i = 1 to K do { 

        �����  = Rand[1,n]; }   // every VN randomly selects a slot for BR 

      Determine(); } 

  Output: ����� 
} 

Determine() {   
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  For i = 1 to K 

    For j = 1 to K 

      If (j � i and �����= �����)  // determine whether two VN choose the same slot for BR  

        incomplete = 1; // BR collision 

    If (incomplete =0)   //BR is successful 

      all_complete = all_complete - 1; // Decrement node number by one 

  If (incomplete =1)  // enter the next TDMA frame 

} 

Data_transmit() { 

  If (���_��_�����  = 1)  // using single-slot for data transmissions 

  Else                 // using multi-slots for data transmissions 

} 

Fig. 5 Operations of Intra-Cluster Communications 

3.2 Inter-Cluster Communications 

Figure 6 shows the five-state transition diagram of inter-cluster communications (inter-CC). 

The transition begins with Beacon-Issuing state. Periodically, a VC in a cluster will issue beacon 

signal in slot 0 of every TDMA frame. If no other beacon signal is detected, the cluster remains in 

the intra-cluster communications; else a collision of beacon signal implies that there is another VC 

of different clusters near-by. The two clusters are cooperating through the VC-to-VC contact to 

build the inter-cluster communications. First, these two VCs are synchronized at the end of beacon 

signal. From there, two slot allocation maps (SAMs), as shown in Figure 3(b), require for exchange. 

Two VC exchange SAM to each other using the simple transmit-and-listen scheme from slot 1 to 

slot n-1. In other words, the one who successfully transmits SAM to the other is the winner, and the 

one who successfully receives SAM becomes the loser. The winner-VC will not alter its scheduled 

time slots, while the loser-VC has to reschedule time slots for all the VN under its supervision. 

Figure 7 shows the operations of Inter-cluster communications (Inter-CC). As it can be seen, 

Inter-CC consists of two phases. In phase 1, VCs are in the competition for sending SAM from slot 

1 to slot n through Compete_SAM(). In phase 2, data are successfully transmitted using designated 

time slots through Data_transmit(). 
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     Fig. 6 State Transitions of Inter-Cluster Communications 

 

Compete_SAM()  // all VCs compete the sending of SAM 

Data_transmit ()   // use the designated time slots for data transmissions 

 

�����           // Slot-ID 

Input: ���      // number of VC 

Input: n        // number of time slots in a TDMA frame 

Input: �����   // generate 1 to ����� time slots for data transmissions  

 

Compete_SAM() { 

  �����  = 0; 

  Success = 0;      // SAM sending is not successful 

  While (Success = 0) { 

    For i = 1 to ��� do { 

      Every VC randomly chooses between 0 and 1}   

    If (more than two VC choose 1)  // SAM collision 

    Else if (all VC choose 0)       // all VC are listening SAM 

    Else      // one VC has successfully sent out SAM 

      Success = 1;  

      The VC received SAM reallocates time slots for its VNs 

      break; 

    �����  = �����+1; } 

  Output: ����� 
} 

Data_transmit() { 

   ���_��_�����  = Rand[1, �����];   // generate multi-slots 

If (���_��_�����  = 1) 

      // using single-slot for data transmissions 

   Else 

      // using multi-slots for data transmissions 

} 

Fig. 7 Operations of Inter-Cluster Communications 
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4. ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION 

First, we use probability model to derive mathematical equations. The performance metrics of 

our interests include the average number of time slots required for electing a VC, for bandwidth 

requests (BR), for SAM broadcasting, and the total number of time slots required for a VN to wait 

before data can be transmitted. To validate the mathematical results and to compare the 

performance with IEEE 802.11p, we conduct a simulation study using NS-2. In the simulation, we 

basically implement the CBT operations for intra- and inter-communications, the TDMA time slots, 

and the MAC frame formats.  

4.1 Mathematical analysis 

Prior to introducing the mathematical analysis, we list all the parameters to be used in Table I. 

Table I. Definition of parameters 

Parameters 

� Number of TDMA frames  

� Number of slots in a TDMA frame  

�� Number of nodes in Cluster A 

�� Number of nodes in Cluster B 

��� Number of Clusters 

�����
� The permutation of selecting d from c 

� MAC frame size (bytes)  

	��	_� SAM size of Cluster A (bytes)  

	��	_� SAM size of Cluster B (bytes)  

� Transmission bit rate (Mbps)  


� Duration of a slot 

4.1.1 Intra-Cluster Analysis 

For intra-cluster analysis, we simply use cluster A as an example. Let ���  be the probability 

of successfully electing a VC. Recall to Section 3, in a time slot, every competing vehicular node is 
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in either of the two states, transmit or receive a CFV packet. Therefore, there are a total of 2 aK

combination possibilities. Among them, only aK combinations can be successful in electing a VC; 

the rest of them fail. Hence, ���  can be derived from Eq. (1),  

  
aK

a
VC

K
P

2
=

 
 (1)

 

Next let x be the time slot in which VC is successfully elected. The probability density 

function of ���  can be expressed as ��� � 1 � ���������, which implies that the election of 

VC fails for the first x-1 time slots and finally succeeds at the x-th time slot. Let ��������� be the 

average time slots required for electing a VC. We can compute ��������� from Eq. (2). Note that 

one extra slot is added to the average, since in our design it requires one slot for synchronization. 

1

1 2
[ ] ( ) 1 1 1

aK

intra

x VC a

E X xf x
P K

∞

=

= + = + = +∑  (2)
 

Let 
1

BR
P  be the probability of successful bandwidth requests (BR) issued from �� � 1� 

VNs by using the first TDMA frame. Since in the first frame, it requires ��������� time slots to 

elect a VC, only � � ����������� � time slots remain for BR. For �� � 1� VNs, there are a total 

of  � � ��������������� different combinations. An issuing BR can be successful (i.e., without 

encountering any collisions) if and only if every VN chooses different time slots to issue its BR. 

Thus, there are �������

�������������� cases for all the �� � 1� VNs to achieve successful BR in 

the first TDMA frame. Let 
i

BR
P , i = 2, 3, …, t, be the probability of successful BR issued from the 

failed VNs by using the second, the third, and up to the t-th TDMA frame. It becomes more 

complicated to derive
i

BR
P , i = 2, 3, …, t, since a failed bandwidth request in the first TDMA frame 

will continue to contend with other failed VNs in the second TDMA frames, and so on. By 
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deducting the successful BR in the previous TDMA frame, the average number of failed BR,
i

F
N , 

of the second (i = 2), and of the follow-on TDMA frames (i = 3, 4, …, t) can be expressed as 

 

( )
( )

( )

[ ]
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1
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Thus, we can compute the probability of successful BR issued from �� � 1� VNs by using 

the i-th TDMA frame, i.e., 
i

BR
P , i = 1, 2, 3, …, t, from Eq. (4). 
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Next, let ��������� be the average number of time slots required for the successful BR. We 

can compute ��������� from Eq. (5). 

1
int

2 1 2 1

1

2 0

1

1

1 ) )

)

[ ] ) 2 ( ... (1 )(1 ) ... (1 )

[ ] ) ( (1 ))

   (

(
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t i
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E Y −

−

= =

  

  

− ×− × × + + × − − × × − ×

− × − ×

+

+

= ×
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 (5)

 

After bandwidth requests, VC begins to broadcast SAM (slot allocation map) to VNs. Let 

	��	_� be the size of SAM (in bytes) for cluster A and �������� be the number of slots required 

for VC in cluster A to broadcast SAM. Refer to the SAM format in Fig. 3(b), in addition to 1-byte 
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flag and length, 6-byte VC MAC address, and 4-byte CRC, a vehicular node also requires 6-byte 

MAC and 1-byte allocated slot number. Thus, we can calculate �������� from Eq. (6), where � 

is the transmission bit rate (in Mbps) and 
� is the duration time of a time slot (in sec). 

( )_ 8 7 ( 1 ) 11 8
56 32

      
SA M a a

a

in tra

S

L K

R R

S S

K
SA M

T RT T

× × − + ×
× +

×
= = =

  (6)
 

After the broadcasting of SAM, a VN can deliver its data over the designated time slots. Here, 

we assume two different types of slots are used for data transmissions, single-slot and multi-slots. 

Let ��������� be the average number of time slots required for waiting before a VN can begin to 

transmit its data. We can compute ��������� from Eq. (7). 

( ) ( )

1
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2
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−
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∑
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(7)

 

It is noticed that in Eq. (7), for single-slot, a node out of the a
K

 
nodes has to wait from 0 to 

1
a

K −  slots. Thus, the total waiting time of a
K nodes in single-slot is 

1

0

aK

τ

τ
−

=

∑ . For multi-slots, we 

assume the requested time slots of a VN follow Uniform distribution, where �����  is the 

maximum number of requested time slots of a VN. Thus, on average, every VN has to wait 

�������

�
. As a result, the total waiting time of a

K
 

nodes in multi-slots is 
1

0

1
( )

2

aK

Rand
N

τ

τ
−

=

+
×∑ . 

Finally, let ������ be the total number of time slots counting from the time to elect a VC to the 

time when a node is ready to transmit its data. We can compute ������ from Eq. (8).  
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[ ] [ ] [ ]
intra intra intra intra intra

S E X E Y SAM E Z= + + +  (8)
 

4.1.2 Inter-Cluster Analysis 

Referring to Figure 6, when two or more than two clusters are approaching, VCs of these 

clusters will compete for sending SAM from slot 0 to slot n. The allocated time slots of the 

winner-VC remain no change, while the loser-VCs have to reschedule time slots for their VNs to 

avoid any possible collisions. Let ��� be the total number of VC and ���	 be the probability of 

successfully transmitting SAM in a mini-slot. We can compute ���	 from Eq. (9), where the 

numerator is the number of cases to successfully transmit SAM and the denominator is the total 

combinations if the number of VCs equals ���. 

VCK

VC
SAM

K
P

2
=  (9)

 

Next, let x be the mini-slot in which SAM can be successfully transmitted. The probability 

density function of ���	 can be expressed as ��� � 1 � ���	������	, which implies that the 

transmission of SAM fails for the first x-1 mini-slots and eventually succeeds at the x-th mini-slot. 

Let ������� � be the average time slots required for a VC to successfully transmit SAM. We can 

compute ������� � from Eq. (10). Notice that in our design there are two mini-slots in a time slot. 

1

1

1 1 2
[ ] ( )

2 2

VCK

inter

x SAM VC

E U xf x
P K

−∞

=

    
= = =     ×     
∑

 
(10)

 

Next, let 	��	_� be the SAM size of cluster A, 	��	_� be the SAM size of cluster B, and 

������ � be the number of time slots required for two clusters (say, cluster A and B) to broadcast 

their SAMs. Since _ 7 ( 1) 11
SAM a a

L K= × − +  and _ 7 ( 1) 11
SAM b b

L K= × − + , ������ �  can be 

computed from Eq. (11). 
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(11)

 

Let ������� � be the average time slots required for waiting before data can be transmitted. 

Similar to Eq. (7), by replacing a
K  with ( )

a b
K K+ , we can compute ������� � from Eq. (12). 

( )
( ) ( )
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1
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2
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a b

a b
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a b

K K
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E W

N K K

K K

τ

τ

τ

τ

+ −

=

+ −

+

=

+ −
=

+
=

×
+ + −

=
+








×



∑

∑  

(12)
 

Finally, let ���� � be the total number of time slots counting from the time when SAM is 

successfully transmitted by a VC to the time when a node is ready to transmit its data. We can 

compute ���� � from Eq. (13). 

[ ] [ ]
inter inter inter inter

S E U SAM E W= + +
 

(13)
 

4.2 Analytical and Simulation Results 

As shown in Figure 8, the average number of time slots for electing a VC is exponentially 

increased as the number of competing nodes increases from 2 to 10. We observe that the 

mathematical results, computed from Eq. (2), are very close to the simulation results; yet, 

simulation results are more realistic, since in the simulation, random number is used for a VN to 

decide whether to transmit or listen. To compare with the CSMA/CA mechanism used in IEEE 

802.11p, more simulations are performed using NS-2. As shown in Figure 8, when the number of 

VNs is smaller than or equal to 6, the proposed CBT requires fewer time slots in electing a VC. 

This is because using backoff algorithms may become too conservative for small number of VNs.          
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Fig. 8 Average number of time slots for electing a VC 
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BR, is slightly increased from 4 to 7, we observe that ��������� increases very significantly.

Additionally, we observe that mathematical results can match with the simulation quite well.

Fig. 9 Average number of time slots for BR in CBT 
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increases very significantly. From Figure 11, we can easily 
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Finally, Figure 12 shows the average number of time slots required

. In this analysis, for simplicity, we assume only two clusters (Clusters A and B) 

exist. When the total number of VNs in these two clusters increases from 4 to 32, we observe that 

increase almost linearly. Among them, for single-slot data transmissions, 
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the waiting time along with the increase of joining VNs.
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4.3 Protocol Overhead 

    As compared to 802.11p, the proposed CBT may incur extra cost and protocol overhead. First, 

to form a cluster, CBT must synchronize time slots among VNs. Thus, to enable CBT, a VN must 

be equipped with a GPS. Second, as shown in Figures 3(a) and 3(b), the first slot (i.e., slot 0) in 

each TDMA frame is reserved for SYN and SAM; it cannot be used for transferring user data. It is 

noticed that this overhead is reduced when the number of time slots in a TDMA frame (i.e., n) 

increases. Furthermore, the overhead does not increase along with the increase of VNs. This is 

because in our design the number of VNs supported in a cluster (i.e., K) is fixed when the size of 

MAC frame (i.e., m) is determined. In fact, after a simple calculation, we can easily derive K from 

m; i.e.,
( 34)

14

m
K

−
= . 

   For inter-cluster communication, in addition to the above-mentioned overhead, CBT will 

further require the exchange of SAM between any two clusters. The size of SAM is equal to

8 4 
 bytes

2

m − −
, as it is defined in Section 2.2 and illustrated in Figure 3(b). 

5.  CONCLUSIONS 

    In this paper, we have presented a cluster-based TDMA (CBT) system for inter-vehicle 

communications. One of the novelties of the proposed CBT is right in that it uses a relatively 

simple transmit-and-listen scheme to timely elect a VC and to quickly resolve the collisions when 

two clusters are approaching together. Performance of the proposed CBT was analyzed by deriving 

mathematical equations to compute the average number of time slots for electing a VC, for 

presenting BR, and the total number of time slots required before data can be effectively 

transmitted. The analytical results were finally validated by a simulation using NS-2. From the 

analytical and simulation results, we have observed that in forming a small-sized cluster the 

proposed CBT spends less time than IEEE 802.11p. Additionally, when the number of joining VNs 
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is increased, CBT takes less waiting time before a VN can effectively transmit data. 

The proposed CBT may co-exist with the existing 802.11p. For example, CBT can be engaged 

initially for a small-sized cluster, and if many VNs are competing for a VC, 802.11p can be invoked 

subsequently. The protocol primitives to be added in order to switch over between these two 

schemes should include a threshold in terms of the number of collisions for compete-for-VC (CFV) 

message. In the future works, the proposed CBT can be extended by considering different traffic 

types with priorities. For example, real-time traffic with higher-priority should possess more 

privilege to acquire time slots than non-real-time traffic with lower-priority. 
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